A. Choose the correct answer:
   - You can find this text in

1) A scientific magazine
2) A website about films
3) A newspaper article

B. Read these sentences and then the text again. Decide if these sentences are true or false.

1) ‘Temple’ is the shortest film on the list. T/F
2) ‘Annabelle: creation’ is the longest film on the list. T/F
3) People who like horror films can see two films on the list. T/F
4) You can see the film ‘Temple’ in all cinemas. T/F
5) There are 4 comedy films on the list. T/F

C. Answer the following questions:

1) When do the actions of the film ‘Tulip Fever’ happen?
   ________________________________________________________________

2) In ‘Temple,’ why are the American tourists going to the forests in Japan?
   ________________________________________________________________

3) What is the job of the person who owns the doll ‘Annabelle’?
   ________________________________________________________________

4) Why does the father take his son on a tour in ‘Brad’s Status’?
   ________________________________________________________________

5) Where are the 5 people trapped in ‘9/11’?
   ________________________________________________________________
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